the pattern pages at 100%- No scaling or fitting to page.
(I suggest only printing the pattern and reading instructions
off the computer, if you have Internet access.)
the photo examples to tape your pattern together.

Pattern printed out.

Overlap those boxes with
the matching number and tape
together at that seam.

Measure the 1”x1” square
to make sure it printed
accurately.

Cut along the edges of the indication
boxes to cut the extra white paper off.
It makes it easier to line them up.

Cut out the size that works best based on the measurement
chart.

Place the labeled
‘fold line’ along the folded edge
of the fabric. Cut out the pattern
piece through both layers of fabric
and open to get a full piece
Fabric folded over

Folded edge

Needs to be clipped when cutting

After being cut out

the pieces out. It will be indicated by a small line at the
place that it needs to be marked. Example:
center of a pants waist or center neck of
a front piece. Mostly used when a piece
is cut on the fold. Although, may be used at
other times as well. You will
make a 1/8” (2mm) cut into the fabric at
that point. It will be used to match pieces
later.

Full piece opened after being cut out

For some
pieces, a right and a left side
need to be cut. Example: Hoods,
some pants and some sleeves.
To get the opposite pieces, cut 1
with the pattern facing up like the first photo
and 1 with the pattern facing down like the second photo.
You can also cut once on a piece of fabric that’s been folded
over to get 2 layers.

Grainline is very important because it affects the way your fabric stretches.
If the grainline is vertical, the stretch is horizontal.
In most cases the stretch should be horizontal ‘going around the body’ so the
grainline should be vertical.
If the grainline isn’t easily visible you can see it better when you stretch the fabric .

grainline direction

Piece of fabric

selvage edge

selvage edge

Cut edge

stretch direction

The selvage edge will usually be kind of stiff
with some holes in it from the manufacturing
process.
The grainline runs parallel to the selvedge edge.

Cut edge

Meaning, the right sides of the fabric will be laying
together. This is the way most seams are sewn so the seam is on the wrong side of the fabric.
Assume that the fabrics will always be right-side-together unless otherwise specified.

Measurement chart: Units in Inches and ( cm ) :::

Size

Waist

Chest

Total height

Inseam-

without diaper

Head

Preemie (44)

14” (35.5cm) 13.75 (35)

17.5 (44)

5 (13)

13.75 (35)

Newborn (52)

16 (40.75)

15.5 (39.25)

20.5 (52)

6.75 (17)

15 (38)

0-3 (62)

17.5 (44.5)

17 (43.25)

24 (62)

8.5 (21.5)

16.5 (42.25)

3-6 (68)

18.5 (47)

18 (45.75)

27 (68)

10 (25.75)

17.5 (44.75)

6-9 (74)

19 (48.25)

18.5 (47)

29 (74)

11.25 (28.5)

18 (46)

9-12 (78)

19.5 (49.5)

19 (48.25)

30.5 (78)

12 (30.5)

18.5 (47.25)

12-18 (84)

20.25 (51.5)

19.75 (50.25) 33 (84)

13.5 (34)

19 (48.5)

18-24 (90)

21 (53.25)

20.5 (52)

35 (90)

14 (35.5)

20 (50.75)

2-3 (96)

21.5 (54.75)

21 (53.25)

38 (96)

15.5 (39.75)

20.25 (51.5)

3-4 (104)

22 (56)

22 (56)

41 (104)

17 (43.5)

20.5 (52)

4-5 (110)

22.5 (57.25)

23 (58.5)

44 (110)

18.75 (47.5)

20.75 (52.75)

5-6 (118)

23 (58.5)

24 (61)

46.5 (118)

20.25 (51.5)

21 (53.25)

Cutting guide lines::::::::

IMPORTANT:
Make sure you don’t
scale or fit-to-page
when you print the pattern
1”x 1”
2.5x2.5cm
Measure to make
sure pattern
printed accurately

grainline

For each layer cut 1 with
pattern facing up and 1 with
pattern facing down to get
opposites

Cut 4: 2 for inner, 2 for outer

Hood

Br i n d i l l e & Tw i g
[ ON THE WEB ]

Official website:

Official Facebook page:
Facebook.com/brindilleandtwigpatterns
If you would like to show off your creations or ask questions of
other people using our patterns, join our sew and tell group!!
Facebook.com/groups/Brindilleandtwig

I hope you enjoyed the process and outcome. If you have any
questions or suggestions you can contact me on our website OR at:
Melissa@brindilletwig.com

